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MODELS FOR ENHANCED LINGUISTIC ATTRIBUTES
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ABSTRACT

Cognitive Reframing aims to reshape negative thoughts into more positive per-
spectives to enhance mental well-being. While previous research has highlighted
the efficacy of Large Language Models (LLMs) for cognitive reframing, there
has been limited focus on enhancing reframing quality across multiple linguistic
attributes in the final output. We build ReframeGPT, which fills this gap by em-
ploying LLMs to generate and iteratively refine reframed thoughts. The results of
our study outperform in helpfulness, empathy and rationality in GPT-4 evaluation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cognitive Reframing is an effective treatment in mental health therapy, particularly for people with
Cognitive Distortions (CDs). Prior NLP research has demonstrated the effectiveness of LLMs in
cognitive reframing through fine-tuning (Maddela et al., 2023), few-shot learning (Ziems et al.,
2022), and retrieval-enhanced in-context learning (Sharma et al., 2023). Sharma et al. (2023) intro-
duced a reframing framework that incorporates multiple linguistic attributes (empathy, rationality,
etc.) and explored enhancing reframed thoughts within a single attribute in one generation, but with
limited attempts for multiple features. Given the sensitivity of mental health support, it is crucial
to assess the reframes before presenting them to users. Inspired by the studies that utilize LLMs
for task completion across multiple steps (Yao et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2023; Tang et al., 2024), we
develop ReframeGPT, leveraging GPT-3 as a reasoner to generate and iteratively refine reframed
thoughts across various features, aiming for a high-quality reframe. The results indicate superior
performance of our model in sentiment improvement and empathy in automatic evaluation, as well
as helpfulness, empathy, and rationality in GPT-4 evaluation.

2 METHOD

Dataset We experiment with Cognitive Reframing (CF) dataset (Sharma et al., 2023), including
300 situations, thoughts and two reframed thoughts per situation. We maintain the same 70:30
train-test split as in Cognitive Reframing (Sharma et al., 2023).

Method Given a situation and a negative thought Si, the task is to generate a reframed thought
Ri that meets specific criteria. The Prompt Manager M decides on the need for tools and selects
an appropriate one from Reframing Models (RMs). The tools generate intermediate outputs Iji ,
including preprocessed results pi, intermediate reframed thought rni , and assessment results ani . rni
is iteratively assessed and refined until it fulfills all criteria, recognized as the final output. The task
is formalized as: Ri = LLM(M(P ),M(Si),M(RMs),M(F (Iji )))

Figure 1: Pipeline of ReframeGPT.
∗All authors are from the Faculty of Science and Technology, University of Canberra, Australia. For corre-

spondence contact {cherry.wang, dharmendra.sharma, dinesh.kumar}@canberra.edu.au
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Reframing Models (RMs)
1. Preprocessor Preprocessor involves:(1) identifying CDs using GPT-3 Curie fine-tuned on think-
ing traps in CF dataset; (2) detecting the user’s emotion through a fine-tuned RoBERTa1; (3) deter-
mining the user’s intention by prompting GPT-3.5-turbo as a psychologist. pi = RM(pre)(Si)

2. Reframer a - Initial Reframing We adopt in-context learning reframing method in Sharma
et al. (2023), utilizing RoBERTa embeddings to compute cosine similarity and prompting the top 5
similar examples to GPT-3 text-davinci-003. r1i = RM(Ref)(Si, pi)

3. Assessor We assess rni on four attributes selected from the reframing framework, following a
similar approach as in Sharma et al. (2023). Feedback ani is provided based on predefined criteria.
(1) Addressing CDs - Using a fine-tuned GPT-3 Curie on CF training set, we evaluate whether
rni addresses CDs. (2) Rationality - Measuring rationality with Reasoning Strength (RS), GPT-3.5-
turbo generates sound and flawed explanations e for rni , up to a depth of 2. A fine-tuned GPT-3 Curie
labels e as ’sound’ or ’flawed’. RS is calculated using the token probability of generating the label,
evaluating if RS is greater than zero, indicating a rational reframe. RS(rni , Si) = E[P (ed=1,sound)]∗
(1 + RS(ed=2)) − E[P (ed=1,flawed)] ∗ (1 + RS(ed=2)) (3) Positivity - Using a RoBERTa-based
sentiment classifier (Barbieri et al., 2020), we determine if the sentiment improves. (4) Empathy
- A fine-tuned RoBERTa-based empathy classifier (Sharma et al., 2020) predicts the empathy level
from 0 to 6, assessing whether it exceeds 3. ani = RM(ass)(Si, r

n
i )

4. Reframer b - Refining We first prepare retrieval data from CF training set. Reframes not
addressing CDs are revised. For other attributes, GPT-4 labels ’lower’ or ’higher’ levels for each
paired reframe of Si. During refining, we retrieve 8 most similar examples with paired ’lower’
and ’higher’ (or not addressed and addressed CDs) reframes and randomly select 5 to guide GPT-3
text-davinci-003 (Sharma et al., 2023) with Assessor feedback. rn+1

i = RM(ass)(Si, r
n
i , pi, a

n
i ).

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Baselines (1) Cognitive Reframing (Cog.R) (Sharma et al., 2023): Retrieves top 5 similar exam-
ples and prompt GPT-3 text-davinci-003. (2) Fine-tuning the training set on GPT-3 text-davinci-002.

Model Automatic GPT-4
BLEU R-1 BScore △TextBlob EL RS Help. Emp. Rat.

Fine-tuning 0.187 0.213 0.877 0.027 2.73 0.01 3.7 3.5 3.833
Cog.R 0.197 0.222 0.877 0.037 4.33 -0.005 4.267 3.967 4.433

ReframeGPT 0.180 0.207 0.875 0.053 5.01 0.009 4.633 4.667 4.833
Reference 1 1 1 0 3.05 0.002 3.683 3.167 3.783

Table 1: Automatic and GPT-4 Evaluation. ROUGE-1 (R-1), BertScore (BScore), Empathy Level
(EL), Reasoning Strength (RS, depth = 2), Helpfulness (Help.), Empathy (Emp.), Rationality(Rat.).

Results (1) Automatic Evaluation: We utilize BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE-1 (Chin-
Yew, 2004), BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019), △Textblob (to measure sentiment change) (Loria
et al., 2018), RS (for rationality), and empathy level. Our model excels in △Textblob and empathy
level but scores lower in BLEU, R-1, and BScore, possibly due to iterative refinement introducing
word choice variations. (2) GPT-4 Evaluation: Score 10 randomly selected outputs from 1 to 5
(three times) regarding helpfulness (effectiveness in overcoming negative thoughts), empathy (level
of conveyed empathy), and rationality (logical coherence). Our model outperforms in all aspects.

4 CONCLUSION

Our study has demonstrated the efficacy of employing a LLM as a reasoner in cognitive reframing.
Future work will focus on exploring the relationship among the linguistic attributes and involve
experts in data annotation and evaluation.

1twitter-roberta-base-emotion-multilabel-latest (https://huggingface.co/cardiffnlp/
twitter-roberta-base-emotion-multilabel-latest)
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A APPENDIX

Framework Overview Figure 2 and 3 provide an overview of ReframGPT Framework and an
example of how the system iteratively refined the reframed thought. In the framework, System
Principle P establishes rules, such as using RMs to perform tasks instead of generating reframes
directly.

Parameters & Evaluation Prompt Table 2. provides parameters and GPT-4 evaluation prompt.

Case Study Table 3. provides examples of outputs for generating reframed thoughts.
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Figure 2: Overview of ReframeGPT.

Figure 3: Example of Iterative Refinement.
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System LLM GPT3: text-davinci-003
& top p: 0.6

Reframer frequency penalty: 0
presence penalty: 0

GPT-4 Evaluation You will be given a situation and thought with its five cognitive reframes.
Please provide an evaluation of each reframe. Assign a score from 1 to
5 based on each of the following criteria: helpfulness, empathy, and ra-
tionality. You are sensitive to the nuances of expressions and you need
evaluate them with different scores based on their performance.
1.Helpfulness: Assess the efficacy of the reframed thought in overcoming
negative thoughts.Reflect on whether the output provides constructive and
supportive elements.
2.Empathy: Gauge the perceived level of empathy conveyed in the re-
framed thought. Evaluate the sensitivity and understanding expressed to-
wards the user’s emotions.
3. Rationality: Evaluate the logical coherence and soundness of the re-
framed thought. Consider whether the output provides a rational and rea-
soned perspective.
Scoring Guidelines: 1-2: Poor (Significant issues with unhelpful, lacks
empathy, or lacks rationality) 3: Average (Room for improvement in one
or more aspects) 4: Good (Well-written, helpful, empathetic, or rational)
5: Excellent (Exceptional in terms of helpfulness, empathy, or rationality).

Table 2: Parameters & Prompt

Empathy Level The RoBERTa-based empathy classifier is fine-tuned on the training dataset from
CF and PATTERNREFRAME (Maddela et al., 2023), where empathy levels are labeled by GPT-4
based on the definition provided in the theoretical framework of expressed empathy (Sharma et al.,
2020), including emotional reactions, interpretation and exploration with no (level: 0), weak (level:
1), and strong (level: 2) communication. The sum of these score is our final empathy level.

Reasoning Strength Figure 2. shows a depth of two explanations for reasoning strength. To cal-
culate RS, we first prompt GPT-3.5-turbo with 10 examples to generate three sound ed=1,sound

and three flawed ed=1,flawed explanations of rni . Leveraging a fine-tuned GPT-3 Curie to la-
bel these explanations as ’sound’ or ’flawed’ and select the explanation with the highest token
probability to proceed the second depth. We compute the difference in average token probabil-
ities between the labeled sound and flawed explanations and follow this equation to calculate RS:
RS(rni , Si) = E[P (ed=1,sound|Si, r

n
i )]∗(1+RS(ed=1,sound, r

n
i , Si))−E[P (ed=1,flawed|Si, r

n
i )]∗

(1 +RS(ed=1,flawed, r
n
i , Si))

Figure 4: Explanations in Reasoning Strength (depth=2).
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Situation 1 I posted a new piece of artwork online and people started comparing it with
artwork created by others. I shouldn’t have posted it.

GPT.Finetune I feel vulnerable sharing my art. I’m proud of it and want to share it but I also
want to protect it.

Cog.Reframe It’s normal to compare artwork and it’s okay if people don’t like my work. I
should be proud of my work and take constructive criticism as an opportunity
to grow and learn.

ReframeGPT I am proud of my artwork and I am also proud to share it with others.
:::::::
Everyone

:::
has

::::
their

::::
own

::::::
unique

::::
style

::::
and

:
I
::::::
should

:::
not

::
be

::::::
afraid

::
to

::::
share

:::
it. It’s normal to

feel discouraged when faced with comparisons, but I can use it as an opportunity
to learn and develop my own style. I can also use it as a chance to

::::::::
appreciate

::
the

:::::
work

::
of

::::::
others

:::
and

::::
take

::::::::::
constructive

:::::::
criticism

:::
to

:::::::
improve

:::
my

::::
own

:::::
work.

Reference 1 I am proud to have posted my work.
Reference 2 I can still be proud of my work. It is totally up to me whether I should post it or

not.
Situation 2 An mturk requester rejected my task and I wasn’t sure why because I work very

hard on my tasks. Being new it affected my approval rating more negatively.I’m
not smart enough to succeed at mturk.

GPT.Finetune I am smart enough to succeed at Mturk. It’s okay that I made mistakes in the
beginning and I can improve from here.

Cog.Reframe Rejections are part of the process and it doesn’t mean I’m not smart enough to
succeed. I can learn from this experience and use it to improve my work and
approval rating.

ReframeGPT It is understandable to feel frustrated when my work is rejected, but I need
to remember that rejection on mturk can be

:::
due

::
to

:::::::
various

::::::
factors

::::::
beyond

:::
my

::::::
control. I can look for guidance and feedback to help me succeed on mturk.

Reference 1 I am learning still and can improve. Just because this one task did not go as well
as I would like does not mean I cannot improve and do better in the future.

Reference 2 It seems like there was some miscommunication. It doesn’t mean that I do not
have the skills to do well with mturk. I should reach out to see if I can get more
clarity on why my task was rejected.

Situation 3 I got into a minor car crash.I messed up big time.
GPT.Finetune I made a mistake, but I can learn from this and it won’t happen again.
Cog.Reframe Accidents happen and this was a minor one. I can take responsibility for my

mistake and work to ensure it doesn’t happen again.
ReframeGPT This car accident was an unfortunate situation. I need to

:::
take

:::::::::::
responsibility

:::
for

:::
my

:::
part

::
in

:::
the

:::::::
accident and learn from this experience. I will take the necessary

steps to
::::::
address

:::
any

:::::
legal

::
or

::::::::
insurance

:::::::::::
implications and use this experience as

an opportunity to learn and grow.
Reference 1 I will drive more carefully next time.
Reference 2 I only scratched the bumper. I can get that fixed easily.
Situation 4 A week ago me and my GF were trying to find a store in a nearby town but we

got lost.We won’t be able to find the store before it closes.
GPT.Finetune We will find the store. We just have to be more patient.
Cog.Reframe We can try to find the store again another day, or find something else to do that

would be fun and enjoyable.
ReframeGPT We may not make it to the store in time, but that doesn’t mean we have failed.

We can take this opportunity to explore other options, and if we don’t find any-
thing else,

::
we

::::
can

:::::
come

::::
back

:::::::
another

:::
day

::::
and

::
try

::::::
again. In the meantime,

::
we

:::
can

:::
still

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
enjoy the journey and appreciate the

::::
time

:::::
spent

:::::::
together.

Reference 1 I am feeling anxious and overwhelmed. Let me take a moment to refocus so we
can work together to find the right way to go to get to the store on time.

Reference 2 It is possible the store may close but being lost is not purposeful. If the store
closes before we can get there we can just figure out another option to get what
we need to get through the night.

Table 3: Case Study
* empathy (emotional reactions),

:::::::
rationality
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